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                    Summary
The responses were very varied. But these five statements would be generally accepted:
	
                    1.
                    
                      There’s tremendous variation in how mathematicians age. No one pattern describes everybody.

                    
                  
	
                    2.
                    
                      Many mathematicians have been productive in advanced age.

                    
                  
	
                    3.
                    
                      To most (not all!) mathematicians, aging brings losses in memory and computing ability. These may be compensated by broader perspective and mature judgment. Possibly more serious is slowness or difficulty in learning new material. Some responses were more specific.

                    
                  
	
                    4.
                    
                      Live healthy and follow your own bent, not the pressures of others.

                    
                  
	
                    5.
                    
                      Older and retired mathematicians are an under-utilized resource for the mathematics community.

                    
                  


              Until we find a consensus about which advances are “major,” we can’t refute Hardy’s claim that no major advance has been made by a mathematician over 50. But his slogan, “Mathematics is a young man’s game,” is misleading, even harmful. So far as it may discourage people from mathematics when they’re no longer young, it’s unjustified and destructive.
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